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Objective: The standard treatment strategy of intracranial aneurysms includes either endovascular coiling or microsurgical clipping. In certain situations such as in giant or dissecting aneurysms, bypass surgery followed by proximal occlusion or trapping of parent artery is required.

Methods: The authors assessed the result of extracranial-intracranial (EC-IC) bypass surgery in the treatment of complex intracranial aneurysms in one institute between 2003 and 2007 retrospectively to propose its role as treatment modality. The outcomes of 15 patients with complex aneurysms treated during the last 5 years were reviewed. Six male and 9 female patients, aged 14 to 76 years, presented with symptoms related to hemorrhage in 6 cases, transient ischemic attack (TIA) in 2 unruptured cases, and permanent infarction in one, and compressive symptoms in 3 cases. Aneurysms were mainly in the internal carotid artery (ICA) in 11 cases, middle cerebral artery (MCA) in 2, posterior cerebral artery (PCA) in one and posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) in one case.

Results: The types of aneurysms were 8 cases of large to giant size aneurysms, 5 cases ofICA blood blister-like aneurysms, one dissecting aneurysm, and one pseudoaneurysm related to trauma. High-flow bypass surgery was done in 6 cases with radial artery graft (RAG) in five and saphenous vein graft (SVG) in one. Low-flow bypass was done in nine cases using superficial temporal artery (STA) and occipital artery (OA) in one case. Parent artery occlusion was performed with clipping in 9 patients, with coiling in 4, and with balloon plus coil in 1. Direct aneurysm clip was done in one case. The follow up period ranged from 2 to 48 months (mean 15.0 months). There was no mortality case. The long-term clinical outcome measured by Glasgow outcome scale (GOS) showed good or excellent outcome in 13/15. The overall surgery related morbidity was 20% (3/15) including 2 emergency bypass surgeries due to unexpected parent artery occlusion during direct clipping procedure. The short-term postoperative bypass graft patency rates were 100% but the long-term bypass patency rates were 86.7% (13/15). Nonetheless, there was no bypass surgery related morbidity due to occlusion of the graft.

Conclusion: Revascularization technique is a pivotal armament in managing complex aneurysms and scrupulous prior planning is essential to successful outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

The current treatment strategy of intracranial aneurysms includes either endovascular coiling or microsurgical clipping. Stent or balloon assisted endovascular procedure is getting its favor with improving techniques and evolving technology but microsurgical management is still useful for management of complex intracranial aneurysms. However, in certain situations, neither the endovascular nor micro-surgical clip may be applicable in complex aneurysm cases. Such situations include extreme ends of aneurysm size, location, wall thickness due to calcification or atherosclerotic plaques, intramural thrombosis, dissecting aneurysm, and incorporation of perforator or major artery from the aneurysmal neck or sac. EC-IC bypass technique was first directed its usage in the treatment of ischemic stroke. Although discouraged by the international randomized trial for preventing ischemic stroke, its technique has made advancement in the use of different graft materials and in alignment with improving protective measures for the temporary occlusion period. With advancement in the cardiovascular bypass field, intracranial
vascular reconstruction has marched its progression as well. Change was made from venous graft to arterial graft after the problem of arterial spasm was resolved using pressure distension technique and use of calcium channel blocker. Use of mild hypothermia, mannitol and drugs lowering brain metabolism prevented the assault to brain during temporary occlusion. Through many dedicated surgeons' efforts, the technique is now widely accepted as a valuable mean to treat aneurysm or skull base tumors.

In this article, complex aneurysm cases treated with EC-IC bypass technique are presented and the bypass graft patency rate and overall clinical outcomes are analyzed to identify the risk factors for poor outcome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection

From 2003 to 2007, 15 cases of revascularization were performed by a single neurovascular surgeon (JSA) for the treatment of complex cerebral aneurysms at our center. Table 1 represents a summary of patients, the type of bypass and graft used. Table 2 shows graft patency rate, outcomes of patients and complications occurred. There were thirteen elective cases and two emergency bypass attempts where prolonged ischemia occurred by unexpected parent artery occlusion during direct clipping attempts of blood blister-like aneurysms.

The study included 9 female and 6 male patients. Their age ranged from 14 to 76 years (mean 48.7 years). Follow-up periods ranged from 2 to 48 months (mean 15 months). The majority of aneurysm was located in the ICA, 11 cases. Two cases were in the MCA and one each in PCA and in PICA. Symptoms related to the mass effect were noted in three cases. Six cases were presented as subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). Among unruptured cases, 2 presented as TIA and one with infarction. There was one recurrent aneurysm case where endovascular coiling was done in other institute 22 months prior due to SAH.

Preoperative evaluation

Preoperatively, all patients were evaluated for cardiopulmonary function for general anesthesia. Preoperative workup includes conventional angiography and magnetic resonance (MR) or computed tomographic (CT) angiography. Patients with aneurysms in the ICA underwent balloon test occlusion or compression study followed by single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) for evaluation of perfusion in case of parent artery occlusion. Low-flow bypass was used when the occlusion or compression test does not evoke any neurological symptoms but maintenance of perfusion via circle of Willis is not adequately achieved in SPECT. Neurologic symptoms during the occlusion or compression test mandate high-flow bypass surgery. When high-flow bypass was indicated, Allen test was performed to confirm the patency of the ulnar artery preoperatively for radial artery graft and radial artery angiography was done during preoperative angiography.

Follow-up evaluation

Angiography was followed within one week postoperatively in all cases to evaluate the graft patency and occlusion of
aneurysms. MR or CT angiography was used to follow up in the outpatient clinic. Glasgow outcome scale (GOS) was used to evaluate clinical outcome.

**Surgical procedure**

For bypass surgery, the patient should have central venous line and arterial line monitoring during the procedure. A prophylactic antibiotic was administered intravenously one hour before the incision and continued for 72 hours postoperatively. Ventriculostomy was used in one patient with SAH to relieve acute hydrocephalus. Intraoperative neurophysiological monitorings were adopted including electroencephalogram, somatosensory evoked potentials and motor evoked potential.

The radial artery or saphenous vein was harvested using Harmonic scalpel\(^\text{10}\) (Johnson & Johnson) just before the anastomosis and alignment was marked with marking dye. When the artery was harvested, intraluminal blood was cleared with heparinized saline using a small blunt needle and caution should be taken not to injure the endothelium. Pressure distension technique was used to expand the vessel and to prevent postoperative vasospasm\(^\text{10}\).

Pterional craniotomy with additional cranial base approach depend on the aneurysm location was performed for anterior circulation aneurysms. The recipient arterial site, usually M2 for high-flow bypass and M4 for low-flow bypass, was selected and exposed after sylvian dissection (Fig. 1). Surgical techniques were well described in the article by Martin\(^\text{15}\).

During the temporary occlusion period, pentobarbital was used as a protective measure to reduce brain metabolism. The anastomotic time was maintained less than 45 minutes as recommended by Mohit et al.\(^\text{16}\). Antiplatelet agent was used postoperatively only after patient fully recovered from general anesthesia. RAG harvest site was checked for first 24 hours for possible hand ischemia and hematoma formation.

Aneurysm was managed as a staged operation ensuring the adequate circulation from bypassed graft except on the 2 unplanned cases. Endovascular coil occlusion of parent artery was done in 4 cases and balloon occlusion was used in one case. Parent artery occlusion with clipping was done in 9 and aneurysm clipping was done in one case.

**RESULTS**

Table 2 summarizes the outcomes of the series. The overall clinical outcome was measured using GOS. Twelve cases were allocated to GOS 5 and 1 case to GOS 4 group, resulting in 86.7% good outcome. Fig. 2 shows a representative case of GOS 5 group where successful bypass surgery was performed with good long term patency of graft. One in GOS 4 group presented with thromboembolic thalamic infarction and motor weakness Grade IV preoperatively due to a large (2.3 cm) thrombosed P2 aneurysm and the bypass of STA-PCA was successfully performed with trapping of the aneurysm without further ischemia.
The sequellae of preoperative infarction left the patient in GOS 4 group.

Two cases in the GOS 3 group were cases with blood blister-like ICA aneurysms where direct clipping resulted in tearing of aneurysm neck and emergency bypass was performed after prolonged intraoperative ICA trapping. In the first case, a 36 year-old male patient, preoperative neurologic state was Hunt and Hess Grade II and postoperatively deterioration occurred due to MCA and ACA territory infarction in spite of bypass surgery (STA-M4 bypass). The other GOS 3 group case, a 56 year-old female patient, falls into the no improvement group since she presented as Hunt and Hess Grade IV preoperatively due to ruptured aneurysm (Fig. 3). Radial artery interposition graft was used since STA was lost during craniotomy procedure and postoperative patency was confirmed with angiography. However, postoperative brain swelling led to decompressive craniectomy procedure, sacrificing the graft.

There was no mortality and the overall surgery-related morbidity was 20% (3/15). The GOS 3 group cases were previously mentioned where unexpected bypass surgery was done to salvage prolonged intraoperative ischemic insults. The last morbidity case was a 54 year-old female presented with subarachnoid hemorrhage due to right ICA blood blister-like aneurysm. Bypass of STA-M2 was prepared and done first and then direct trapping of ICA segment including blood blister-like aneurysm was done non-eventfully. Nevertheless, she was left with ipsilateral monocular blindness possibly due to unexplained microvascular compromise to optic nerve.

The short-term graft patency rate evaluated with CT angiography immediate postoperatively was 100%. The long-term graft patency rate was 86.7% (13/15) during the mean follow up period of 15 months (2 to 48 months). Among the occluded cases, one case was due to graft loss during craniectomy procedure as previously mentioned. The other case presented with sudden onset headache and preoperative angiography revealed giant aneurysm in the cavernous portion of right ICA occluding the right ICA. Right A1 was hypoplastic and right MCA was supplied by ECA collateral and pial leptomeningeal collateral. STA-M4 bypass with ICA occlusion was done and immediate postoperative angiography revealed reduced flow through STA but MCA filling was noted. Six month postoperative CT angiography showed graft occlusion with mild perfusion delay but the patient stayed stable without neurologic deficit. It seemed adequate collateral flow developed before graft occlusion.

**DISCUSSION**

Intracranial artery bypass technique was first introduced by Donaghy and Yasargil in 1967. After much refinement of the surgical technique by multiple authors, bypass technique started to establish its role in the management of unclippable complex aneurysm and cranial base tumors involving major cranial arteries. Currently, endovascular treatment is gaining its favor with improving techniques and instrumentation using stent or balloon assisted coiling of wide neck aneurysm. However, it still has its limitation of recanalization, instant stenosis and occlusion in managing aneurysm. Microsurgical clipping can be applied in managing complex aneurysm, such as reconstruction of parent vessel with multiple fenestrated clips, although limited by intramural thrombosis. Hence, the bypass surgery for management of complex and difficult intracranial aneurysm is accepted as a viable treatment method for aneurysm by many cerebrovascular surgeons.

The main application is done where major artery or parent
artery sacrifice is required for the treatment of aneurysm. As seen in the morbidity cases of this series, treatment of blood blister-like aneurysms in the ICA trunk often requires sacrifice of parent artery since it has tendency to tear due to fragile wall and aggressive clipping causes stenosis and occlusion of parent artery. All of the morbidity cases in this series fall into this type of aneurysm and therefore planning for bypass surgery prior to direct management of aneurysm is necessary to prevent neurologic deficits since emergent attempt of bypass surgery often results in prolonged compromise of circulation.

Treatment of giant unruptured aneurysm carries high mortality and morbidity rate. Nakase et al. reported 4% mortality and 19% morbidity in surgical group. In bypass group, the mortality and morbidity rates are 0% and 20% respectively. In our series, 8 cases of large to giant aneurysm were treated with bypass surgery without mortality and morbidity. Major hurdle of the bypass surgery is increased risk of cerebral infarction due to temporary occlusion even under brain protection measures. In this series, major morbidity occurred in the emergency cases where preoperative bypass planning was not done and cerebrovascular ischemia has already occurred during direct clipping attempt. Although heterogeneous group such as aneurysm size, location, with or without hemorrhage, and selection bias in the treatment modality, our series show overall mortality and morbidity rate of 0% (0/15) and 20% (3/15) and no graft related mortality and morbidity. Therefore, bypass technique can be a safe and effective treatment method in well preplanned complex aneurysm cases.

When a major artery such as ICA or vertebral artery sacrifice is required, whether to perform bypass surgery to all patients is still in debate. A selective approach is done based on the cerebrovascular flow dynamic study using neurologic monitoring, and transcranial Doppler flow monitoring, spectroscopy, positron emission tomography (PET) and xenon based study on preoperative balloon test occlusion. Universal approach uses bypass in all cases of parent artery occlusion even with good collateral based on the argument that these patients face higher risk of cerebrovascular stroke incidence. In this series, selective approach is used using clinical and angiographic results with SPECT result after balloon test occlusion. Cases with enough collateral circulation not leaving neurologic change on the test occlusion but with decreased perfusion on imaging study, low-flow bypass was adopted to compensate possible risk of ischemia. High-flow bypass was instilled in cases where parent artery occlusion was required and occlusion test revealed neurological deterioration and marked decrease in perfusion on SPECT. Comparison of long-term outcome and stroke incidence between the patients who underwent the sacrifice of major artery without bypass surgery and patients with bypass surgery is required to establish the benefits of bypass surgery further in this context.

Choice of revascularization conduit is depend on the required amount of perfusion after parent artery occlusion, size of recipient and donor artery and experience of surgeons. For high-flow bypass, saphenous vein and radial artery grafts are considered. SVG technique was first adopted in the intracranial bypass technique as in the cardiovascular field. Its advantage is easy access in the lower extremities, longer lengths of harvestable conduit, and low risk of vasospasm. However, as longer follow up studies in coronary bypass study revealed its reduction in patency rate, RAG gained its favor in the cardiovascular bypass surgery. RAG use was first introduced by Carpenter et al. in 1973 but lost its stand due to early spasm causing graft occlusion and intimal hyperplasia as a cause of early graft failure. Reduction of intimal hyperplasia with use of calcium channel blocker in the experimental setting allowed regained interest in RAG in the cardiovascular field. As early vasospasm complication was solved with pressure distension technique, RAGs gained its favor in cerebrovascular field as well. The most important reason for the preference for the RAGs is the patency rate. Although the data are from the coronary bypass results, the long-term patency rate of SVGs decreases to 60% in 11 years but 91.9% in 5 years for RAGs. In this series, most high-flow bypass cases used RAG except in one case and there was no difference in patency rate yet.

Intraoperative measures for preventing ischemic events include burst suppression using barbiturates, propofol or fentanyl, and hypothermia. Neurophysiological monitoring including electroencephalogram, somatosensory evoked potential, motor evoked potential, and brainstorm evoked potential should be used to adjust the anesthetic techniques accordingly. On rare occasion, cranial nerve monitoring may be added if there is a risk of damage during exposure and treatment of aneurysms in the posterior fossa.

To reduce temporary clipping time, anastomosis time depending solely on surgeons' skill and practice is the most important factor. In addition, excimer laser-assisted non occlusive anastomosis technique was designed and under continued development for improved reliability.

Graft thrombosis in perioperative period could raise fatal outcome. Hence, pre- and postoperative use of antiplatelet agents, careful measurements of coagulation profile, and platelet aggregation profile may help to reduce thrombosis related problems. Intraoperative use of heparin may cause coagulopathy along with the use of mannitol and hypo-
thermia. In this series, antiplatelet agent was used in postoperative period only and intravenous systemic heparin was not used. Delicate handling of vessels not to damage the endothelium prevented the thrombosis formation and limited use of heparin for flushing of graft and anastomosis site was adequate to prevent thrombosis in this series.

CONCLUSION

Cerebral revascularization may be required when sacrifice of major vessels is needed in surgical management of complex aneurysm. Each treatment procedure of aneurysm should evaluate risk and benefit related to the treatment and tailored approach suitable to each patient’s circumstance should be considered. Careful and detailed preoperative planning is essential requirement to successful bypass surgery without complication. Incorporation of endovascular, microsurgical and bypass technique can greatly enhance the overall outcome in treatment of complex aneurysms when it occurred in team efforts. Hence, the arterial bypass technique can be a pivotal measure to treat complex aneurysm without neurological sequelle.
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